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1 of 1 review helpful A very substantial summary of the 20th century s greatest pure philosopher IMHO By David H 
Eisenberg I m hardly a philosopher so you may be underwhelmed when I say that I don t agree with everything the 
greatest pure philosopher of the 20th century my opinion of course has to say But that s still more than most 
philosophers Some of his thoughts seem to me just outlandish as with all philos These excerpts from the writings of 
Sir Karl Popper are an outstanding introduction to one of the most controversial of living philosophers known 
especially for his devastating criticisms of Plato and Marx and for his uncompromising rejection of inductive 
reasoning David Miller a leading expositor and critic of Popper s work has chosen thirty selections that illustrate the 
profundity and originality of his ideas and their applicability to current intellectual and These pieces taken from Anglo 
Austrian philosopher Sir Karl Popper s brilliantly expounded oeuvre of political social and scientific thought should 
stimulate anyone seriously interested in twentieth century ideas The Washington Post 
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